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Concerning the Proposal to revise the UN/ECE standard for Citrus Fruit

This is the CLAM position specifically referred to the possibility to include a footnote in page 4
concerning the Colouring for ORANGES.

CLAM Members unanimously express the following:

- The need for uniformity in the International Standards for citrus requires that the UN/ECE
Standard is literally adopted by the CODEX. The UN/ECE Standard for Citrus fruits has
proved during the years to be a very good instrument in which the collaboration between
Experts from the Governments and professionals has helped to a constant effort of
adaptation of production to the needs of the consumer and consequently to the great
development of the World Citrus Commerce.
To support this, please find some data to clarify the dimensions of Production and
International trade of the Mediterranean Producing Countries. Data are of CLAM and FAO,
for Season 1997/98.

- No exceptions should be introduced in the Standard, according to peculiarities or special
characteristics of any zone or producing regions. Every one has its own “peculiar”
characteristics which could justify any exception of colour, size, juice content, acid content,
which could result in different “appellations d’origine” for the same oranges which in itself
will finish with the meaning and the need for Standards. The Standard in no case may
introduce exceptions according to the origin of the same fruit.

But  most important, the professionals of the following Mediterranean countries: Spain, Tunis,
Morocco, Greece, Italy, Cyprus, Turkey , Egypt and France strongly oppose to specifically introduce
in the Standard the possibility to trade Oranges of green colour. The consequences for the actual
value of our productions would be disastrous:

The efforts to get adapted to the consumer-needs and to avoid any misleading sign, has encouraged
during the years, enormous investments of all kind of resources to efficiently increase the value of the
citrus production.

The typical colour of the “Oranges” can not be other than “Orange” because it is the only species that
gives the name to the colour, and that in itself would constitute a wrong message to the consumer.
This will be deprived of the only instrument to verify the maturity of the fruit, without previously
buying and tasting it. And more, the consumer lacks the necessary technical means to check all the
maturity indexes.

Therefore, markets would be crucially disturbed directly and indirectly because such a standard
would encourage the commercialisation of increasing quantities of not mature enough green oranges
from any origin.

To point out that this position is far from being an argument for the exclusion of any origin, we have
to stress that all the CLAM Country members compete strongly among themselves. And that we all
arrived to invest in “culture techniques” and “degreening” not as a result of a “planned in common”
decision, but as a result of market efficiency search, individually risked and decided. 
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It is the existence of fine-tuned degreening procedures and facilities what would make the adoption of
the mentioned footnote, a fatal error. The green oranges can be degreened in origin and in destination
and the Mediterranean Producing countries are in the best disposition to assist any origin in this
respect.

This position has been submitted to the Eighth Session of the Codex Committee on Fresh Fruits and
Vegetables in Mexico, 1-5 March 1999, following the instructions of our Permanent Committee and
now after the agreement of our General Assembly, the last October 14th 1999.


